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CLOUD
SERVICES
If you're preparing to make a huge capital expenditure to replace, refresh, expand or
upgrade your servers and/or network, or need to install a new network infrastructure
to support your current systems without tying up cash flow to purchase software or
equipment, then the Cloud could be the solution for you.
EMPIST proudly offers a host of cloud-based technology services that hold no long-term
commitments, offer 24/7/365 monitoring and management, and the ability to scale for your
evolving network needs.

WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING?

COMPUTING
SOLUTIONS

The Cloud is any software or service provided over the Internet that is hosted on a server
located outside of your office. The Cloud has become an integral part of business as
many organizations incorporate a mobile presence. It is the scalable network optimization
solution that ensures smooth operations with data management, multi-location file-sharing
and collaborative work flows.

CLOUD KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The Cloud infrastructure is designed to be a seamless software user experience resulting
in less work for you.
 Available anywhere, anytime.
 High level of reliable security and disaster protection
 On-demand scaling capabilities for any business size
 Cost-effective to convert your Cap-ex into an Op-ex
 Simplified IT operations with less ongoing maintenance
 Shorter server and application deployment time

WHY CLOUD?
How do you "guesstimate" the capacity of new technology you'll need to support
increasing traffic and users? Using the Cloud means that you won't have to. Instead of
having to overstock on expensive just-in-case equipment that ends up sitting idle, or
under-provisioning and risking performance issues or expensive upgrades, the Cloud
offers a simple solution to avoiding it all.
Cloud technology can help to manage spikes in user demand which will decrease the cost
and burden of anticipating and building excess IT structure. With EMPIST's Cloud Services,
there are no long-term commitments, and capacity can be changed to fit your growing needs.

WHICH CLOUD IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
All of our EMPIST Cloud Services solutions provide scalability, strong security, 24/7/365 management and easy
integration at an affordable month-to-month cost. With this service, startups and smaller firms have access to the
same tools as fortune-sized companies.



PUBLIC CLOUD
The EMPIST Public Cloud is a multi-tenant environment where multiple organizations share the same
hardware, storage and network devices to store information though it is completely segmented and
hardened so that no other client will have access to your data or your servers. This hosting solution
relieves you of any maintenance and management responsibilities and it stores your company data
at our secure data center. With the Public Cloud there is no responsibility from you to buy or install
servers or any other equipment.



DEDICATED CLOUD
The EMPIST Dedicated Cloud offers an enhancement to organizations who already have an existing
data center. It is a single-tenant option where the storage, hardware, and network are committed to a
single company or client. Often referred to as a Private Cloud, this option can be integrated into your
existing infrastructure and offers an organization the control over maintenance and management of
their company data.



HYBRID CLOUD
The EMPIST Hybrid Cloud offers you the best of both worlds. This option is great for companies
who have both long-term and short-term projects and need to divide their work between public and
private accessibility. It allows you to combine public and private cloud technologies to fit all of your
needs.



COLLABORATION CLOUD
A Collaboration Cloud gives you, your employees, your clients and your partners the ability to work
together on data and documents. A Collaboration Cloud is set up with applications like O365 and
G-Suite to allow users to work with each other on communal tasks and projects. This cloud solution
helps to improve productivity and efficiency in an organization and can lead to smoother and faster
results.

PAY-AS-YOU-GO,
MONTHLY FEE-BASED CLOUD COMPUTING SOLUTIONS.

